
EEF Grant Rubric - Fall 2020 Project Name: 

School or District Dept.: 

Reviewer Name: 

Criteria Max Assigned Points Scoring Guide

School/District alignment
application aligns its resources to help the school or district achieve its educational goals

*Use administrator ranking 

5

1 - Ranked 5th

2- Ranked 4th

3- Ranked 3rd

4 - Ranked 2nd

5 - Ranked 1st

Supports programs that provide equity
Demonstrates commitment to equity and inclusion in educational programs and opportunities. 
"Equity is achieved when all students receive the resources they need so they graduate prepared 
for success after high school" - National School Boards Association

15

2 - Poorly supports equity

6 - Fairly supports equity

12 - Moderately supports equity

15 - Fully supports equity

Supports programs that provide engagement
Engagement can mean different things to each student, but could also include opportunities for  enrichment. The board 
defines education broadly beyond the core subjects that prepare students for testing requirements. Art, music, and field 
trips fall within those educational and creative experiences that boost student success.

15

2 - Poorly supports engagement

6 - Fairly supports engagement

12 - Moderately supports engagment

15 - Fully supports engagement

Supports programs that provide access to learning
Students cannot learn if they dont have access to school. This can present in a variety of forms but ultimately helps 
strengthen the connection between students and the district

15

2 - Poorly supports access

6 - Fairly supports access

12 - Moderately supports access

15 - Fully supports access

The application is from a school that has a high needs index
 
 *Score all District Level Grants at 10

10

2 - 29% and under on Needs Index

4 - 30%-34% on Needs Index

6 - 35%-39% on Needs Index

8 - 40%-49% on Needs Index

10 - 50%-100+% on Needs Index or all District Grants

This application has a significant impact on the beneficiaries of the grant
impact can be measured in a variety of ways for example: from a mile wide and inch deep to a mile deep and an inch wide. 
This score should be reflective of the level of impact on the students served

10

2 - Impact is small or not clearly understood

5 - Impact is clear but moderate

10 - Impact is clear, persuasive, and significant

This application has a Literacy, CTE or STEAM (includes music) focus
STEAM = science, technology, engineering, arts, and math
CTE = career and technical education

4

0 - Minimal focus

2 - Considerable focus

4 - Significant focus

This application has a high opportunity for success 6

2 - Minimally innovative

4 - Somewhat innovative

6 - Significant innovative

The application budget is clear and realistic 6

2 - Unclear and unrealistic

4 - Somewhat clear and realistic

6 - Very clear and realistic

Project's importance (need statement or case for support) is clearly and persuasively stated 
in the application summary

6

1 - Poorly stated

4 - Adequately clear and persuasive

6 - Persuasively and clearly stated

Accountability: The applicant identifies specific method(s) used to evaluate the success of 
the project 

5

1 - Minimal evalulation

3 - Moderate evaluation

5 - Significant evaluation

If this project has been funded for 3 years or more by EEF, the application outlines the 
impact and success of prior funding and why continued funding is requested. (If project has 
NOT been funded for 3 years or more, score will be 3)

3

1 - Minimal description of previous funding success and 
justification for continued support

2 - Moderate description and justification

3 - Outstanding description and justifcation or project is 
funded for less than 3 years

Max Total Possible 100

Considerations where applications should be disqualified:

Grant application is turned in late

If a technology grant, not approved by technology

This grant request includes funding for staff time


